
Not necessarily messy and horrible….



▪ Pastels are made from finely powdered raw pigment mixed with a binding 
medium(the traditional binder is gum tragacanth) and various other fillers (chalk 
china clay etc.).

▪ Not all pigments, binders, fillers and brands are the same and for that reason you 
can pay four quid for an individual pastel or a box of 64 pastels



Pastels are awesome

▪ Immediate

▪ Mix well with different media

▪ Good way to move from drawing to 
painting

▪ Blending colours very satisfying

▪ Soft landscapey pictures and skin tones 
are possible

▪ They can be used to create pictures 
that look nothing like photos

▪ Versatile

Pastels are awful

▪ Tricky to frame

▪ Messy

▪ Blending colours very satisfying

▪ Dusty

▪ Wasteful



Budget – Boldmere soft pastels (from The Works) are a good choice. Nice range of 
colours, good strong pigment, very cheap. Not available in individual colours. You’ll 
have to shell out another £4 for a new box of 64 when you need a new turquoise!

Mid range – Jaxel soft pastels. These are made by the German company “Honsell” 
that makes lots of high quality, affordable art products for “Great Art”. You can get 
sets of soft pastels or “extra fine artists pastels”. Both are excellent quality and are 
available to buy individually.

Ones to keep in a locked box - Schmincke Pastels are said to be the best, high 
pigment content and nice buttery feel.  They can be bought individually or as sets. If 
you get the full set of 400 colours they will provide a lovely wooden box to lock them 
up in (for £1300)



▪ Hard pastels – These have more binder mixed in with the pigment are less 
crumbly, easier to hold and useful for adding crisp lines and edges to your work. 
They don’t have the same intensity of colour as the soft pastels. They are more 
likely to be square in section than soft pastels, and will look a bit shinier.

▪ Pastel pencils – Almost essential if you want to add fine detail to your pastel 
pictures. They can be sharpened and used just as you would normal pencils.

▪ Oil – Totally different medium, don’t mix well.



▪ Paper….. so many options for pastel work, the one you go for depends on how you 
like working and what effect you are going for.  Smooth paper like Bristol board or 
cartridge paper won’t be any use, you need something textured with a bit of “tooth” 
to help grip the pigment. Sugar paper is a good, cheap option.

▪ Sandpaper like paper is available and is graded like sandpaper with a higher 
number representing a smaller grain size. (800 grade will be smoother than 400 
grade) This grips and holds the pigment very well.

▪ High rag content paper like printmaking paper or watercolour papers tend to be 
hairier and hold pastels quite well.

▪ Coloured paper is also available which works to good effect.

▪ Textured paper, also helps hold the pastel but forces you to work with a 
predetermined texture to your work.



▪ By painting a ground onto a piece of 
cardboard, ply, plastic, wood etc. you 
can apply your pastels onto even more 
surfaces. 

▪ “Art Spectrum” makes a good pastel 
primer which works on most surfaces. It 
holds the pastel really well and can be 
mixed with other water based inks to 
give a coloured base layer.

▪ Acrylic gesso is a cheaper option with 
good coverage, but a bit less tooth.

▪ You can make a cheap alternative to the 
fancy “Art Spectrum” primer by mixing 
some marble dust through acrylic gesso 
to add more tooth.



▪ Blending sticks, or if you want to sound 
fancy “tortillions” are good for blending. 
These are made from rolled paper or 
compressed pulp and can be sharpened to 
remove excess pigment.

▪ Brushes
▪ Fine watercolour type brushes can be used 

for removing pastel and softening edges. 

▪ Acrylic brushes can be used for mixing water 
or alcohol with pigment to fix, remove or 
blend.

▪ Colour shapers are magic wee things for controlled blending in small areas, lifting 
up soft pastel to apply fine lines, removing wee bits, like using a rubber to tidy up.

▪ Electric erasers, are just fun things to have, but they also allow you to remove crisp 
clean lines from pastel work. (battery life less than a day if used in school!)



▪ You can mix weak acrylic paint or ink into gesso or pastel primer to give a 
coloured base.

▪ Painting using acrylic paint can be a bit dodgy as if it is built up too thick it 
produces a plasticky surface which won’t hold the pastel. You’re best to use acrylic 
inks or watercolour, to preserve the surface that you are working on.

▪ Using a complimentary colour to the main colours in your work is a good trick to 
provide wonderful, rich shadows. For example painting a purple underpainting 
before applying warm yellows to show a summer field.

▪ Love this technique and use it with most paintings I make. Allows you to 
quickly sketch and get a feel for the colours scheme as well as the 
composition.



▪ If you spray or paint water over fine pastel, before it has 
been fixed, it will split and clump together. This can lead to 
some lovely patterns, that look a bit like veins on a leaf or 
aerial photos of a river basin.



▪ Pastel fixative is available from most art shops or online. Often it 
is toxic to breathe so best used outside or in a fume cabinet. 
They are specially formulated to work with pastels so will be 
unlikely to mess up the colours(other than darkening them 
slightly) and shouldn’t cause yellowing

▪ Hairspray is a cheap, non-toxic/less toxic alternative which 
works well but can sometimes cause yellowing of the work or 
clumping.

▪ Alcohol can be used to paint onto the 
surface of the pastel, it loosens the 
binding medium and on drying allows 
the dust to stick back together. (surgical 
spirit is a cheaper, if less delicious 
alternative to Gin)

▪ Water can be used to mix with the 
pastels to form a paste which will 
adhere to the surface being painted on 
better than dry pastel. It can be used to 
create nice textures too.



▪ You can use pastels to add pigment to your 
paint….

▪ All paints are made from a combination of 
pigment and binding medium too. The higher 
proportion of pigment in pastels makes them 
great to work with. 

▪ White paint is often the cheapest and can be 
used to fix your pastels to give a washed out, 
pale base layer to your painting.

▪ Using colourless acrylic medium, allows you to 
retain some of the vibrancy of the pastels you’ve 
initially worked with.

▪ Mixing pastel with poster paint provides extra 
tooth, making a wonderful base layer for 
working with colour pencils.

▪ Watch out when using powerful paint thinners 
as they can cause discolouration of your pastel 
pigments. Skies can browns and blues can turn 
purple when you don’t wash out all the cleaning 
fluid from your airbrush!!!!

▪ Photography/pastel/ink

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2016/03/mixed-media-works-bring-an-impressionist-hand-to-rural-canadian-landscapes/


▪ Blending with your fingers is very satisfying and allows 
you to create nice soft edges and smooth colour blends, 
wear barrier cream or gloves if you’re doing this lots. 

▪ Blending sticks, offer a bit more control, you can smudge 
and blend precise areas.

▪ Colour shapers, offer even more precision and allow you 
to lift off and reposition some of the colour.

▪ Smudging one pastel into another/ building up layers, is 
another effective way to blend colour.



▪ Even if fixed, this will have to be done behind glass.

▪ Readymade frames can save you some money, but you will have far fewer options 
in terms of matching your frame to your picture.

▪ When mounting your work, it is a good idea to cut a second mount with a smaller 
aperture to the one which is closest to the glass. Placing this between the pastel 
painting and the nice display mount, will give a wee gutter for the loose pastel to 
fall into when the work is hung.

▪ When transporting your framed picture it should be flat (pastel side up) to avoid 
loose pastel falling onto the glass.



▪ The best pastels for your health will be ones marked as for children. 

▪ Many artists pastels can contain wonderfully colourful and problematic pigment 
that you don’t want to breath much of.

▪ Clean up with a wet cloth

▪ Don’t blow pastel off your work or remove pastel with a brush in a room shared 
with others, or use the fume cabinet to do so if you must

▪ Work outside whenever possible

▪ If using them a lot and inside I’d advise using respiratory equipment

Artist at work

http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2014/07/giant-animal-murals-fiona-tang/


Artists network links

▪ Pastel portrait

▪ Colourful landscape

▪ Cold colour landscape

▪ This is colossal links

▪ Icebergs (Photorealist)

▪ Tyrus Wong “Bambi” concept art

https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-mediums/pastel/pastel-portrait-family-demo/
https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-mediums/pastel/brilliant-color-pastel-david-napp/
https://www.artistsnetwork.com/magazine/limited-palette-hack/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2014/01/zaria-forman-pastel-icebergs/
http://www.thisiscolossal.com/2014/03/tyrus-wong-pastels/

